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One night Shamati: I Heard in September 1991, Kabbalist Rabash summoned his major
student, Michael Laitman, to his bedside and passed him a notebook, whose conceal contained
one word-Shamati (I Heard), containing transcripts of Rabash's conversations together with his
father, Yehuda Ashlag, writer of an entire remark at the Zohar. the next morning the Rabash
perished.Following Rabash's legacy to disseminate the Kabbalah, Laitman released the laptop
simply because it used to be written, keeping the text's remodeling powers.
A fellow mum Shamati: I Heard or dad at my son's university acquired me drawn to kabbalah,
and so I splurged and acquired a duplicate of this book. it truly is at the desk subsequent to my
bed, in addition to my Wisden cricket almanacs and honking-huge volumes of the annotated
Sherlock Holmes.
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